ACROSS
1 Calm fleet accepts uncertainty (6)
4 Continuous landlocked borders beginning in Mongolia (8)
10 Undeserving victim treated Gestapo guards roughly (9)
11 Person involved in assassination in Japan (5)
12 Warning barely connected with the listener (4)
13 Story helping to secure book's release (10)
15 Article author's had to breathe life into (7)
16 Stick-thin model? (6)
19 What is the last thing hog and pig have in common? (6)
21 They use dancing for rest and relaxation? (7)
23 Statement of fact apparently in need of enhancement (10)
25 Aquatic bird's speed over water (4)
27 See fit Scandinavian's announcement (5)
28 Chorus regularly going wrong in unison somehow doing no harm (9)
29 Girl almost gets engaged in error (8)
30 Write about accepting new standard (6)

DOWN
1 Previous examination connected with support for students (8)
2 Confederacy has Congress split over Alabama (9)
3 Lead spots on the radio (4)
5 Staff abandoned by leader deal with petition (7)
6 Correct account with recognition of debts is deliberately misleading (10)
7 What makes one tired and fed up of drunken nuisance? (5)
8 Weak men supporting sons gives rise to issue (6)
9 I eat after 10 (6)
14 Area in which African lion mainly evolved (10)
17 Where to be putting warning signal for learner driver? (9)
18 Eject from revolutionary model plane close to houses (8)
20 Worked in French farmhouse made of stone (7)
21 Wild sea lion misses nothing like the sea (6)
22 Perhaps Norman women's lives depended on men originally (6)
24 Small groups lower resistance in capital (5)
26 Expert provides coverage of right area (4)
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